Sporting Legends - Cliff Morgan

Cliff Morgan is interviewed about his
rugby career by the sports journalist, Ian
Wooldridge. Morgan the Magnificent was
the title given to Cliff Morgan by South
African newspapers when he toured the
country with the British Lions team in
1955. His success in that tour earned him
the captaincy of Wales the following
season. Cliff was born into a mining family
in the Rhondda in 1930 and joined Cardiff
Rugby Club straight from school, playing
at fly-half. When his playing career ended
in 1958 he joined the BBC, working as a
TV commentator and producer. For the last
ten years of his BBC career he was Head of
Television Sport and Outside Broadcasts,
with overall responsibility for the coverage
of state occasions, as well as all major
sporting events.After he retired from the
staff of the BBC he became the presenter
of the popular Radio 4 programme Sport
on Four. Ian Wooldridge was widely
recognised as the best sports writer of his
generation. When he died in 2007 the many
tributes spoke of his honesty, his fairness
and his enthusiasm for sport. He
particularly loved rugby, cricket and golf.
Ian was born in 1932 and after an
undistinguished school career he entered
journalism, working on several local
papers. In 1961 he joined the Daily Mail
where he first made his name as a cricket
correspondent. He stayed with the paper for
the rest of his career as a sports writer and
columnist, covering every major sporting
event and winning numerous awards for his
journalism. He wrote his final column the
week before he died.

Cliff Morgan talks to sporting personalities of the past. In this recording he is in conversation with the first full-time
manager of the England football team, Walter Irish rugby legend Tony OReilly pays tribute to his former Lions
teammate and friend, Cliff Morgan, who has died aged 83. - 3 min - Uploaded by Channel 4 NewsCliff Morgan - who
died today aged 83 - was most famous for his commentary on the greatest Listen to a sample or download Sporting
Legends - Cliff Morgan (Unabridged) by Cliff Morgan in iTunes. Read a description of this audiobook, customer
reviews A tribute to the life and career of BBC broadcaster and Welsh rugby legend Cliff Morgan. Cliff Morgan, left,
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in A Question of Sport, 1970, with Lillian Board, David Vine, His other radio series included My Heroes and Down the
River.Cliff Morgan talks to sporting personalities of the past. In this recording he is in conversation with the England
Test cricket captain, Ted Dexter. Ted Dexters loveCliff Morgan and Mary Peters Sporting Legends 1. ?10.99 ?3.25.
Cliff Morgan talks to sporting personalities from the past. Cliff Morgan is interviewed by IanListen to a sample or
download Sporting Legends - Walter Winterbottom by Cliff Morgan in iTunes. Read a description of this audiobook,
customer reviews andDownload Audiobooks narrated by Cliff Morgan to your device. Audible Sporting Legends - Tom
Finney cover art Sporting Legends - Cliff Morgan cover art. RUGBY union legend Cliff Morgan, a fine player and one
of the most recognisable broadcasting voices, has died aged 83 after a long illness. Former BBC and ITV sports
presenter Des Lynam has issued a glowing tribute to rugby legend Cliff Morgan, who has died at the age of 83.Clifford
Isaac Cliff Morgan, CVO OBE (7 April 1930 29 August 2013) was a Welsh rugby In 1974 he became Head of BBC
Radio Sport and Outside Broadcasts, and from 19 he was Head of BBC his Lions contemporary Tony OReilly and
Welsh rugby legends Gareth Edwards, Barry John and JPR Williams. Former BBC and ITV sports presenter Des
Lynam has issued a glowing tribute to rugby legend Cliff Morgan, who has died at the age of 83. Cliff Morgan: The
images that captured a legend awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award at the 2007 BBC Wales Sport Personality
Awards.
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